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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH,TRANSMITTED ON THE BUS EAGLE OF LIGHT, DURING THE
JOURNEY FROM THE CITY OF PORTO ALEGRE, RS, BRAZIL, TO THE MARIAN CENTER OF
AURORA, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

While you pray, go beyond your needs, go beyond the peace that you will achieve in your heart.

When you find yourself in a state of peace, allow it to expand and allow the Creator to express
Himself through your heart and reveal to your soul the mysteries that will make you grow.

Allow the prayerful state to activate the mirror of your heart and unite yourself to the mirrors of the
Cosmos, making the wisdom that is kept in them, the history of the Divine Creation that is written
on them, known to you. Comprehend, thus, the existence of each Kingdom, the meaning of the
manifested life and to where this life leads you.

Allow this inner understanding to lift up your being, and carry part of the human consciousness with
you, because - when you are united to the Father - nothing that you do generates merits only for
you. When the mirrors of the Cosmos turn to the Earth to reflect their light on the mirrors of the
hearts of those who seek wisdom and divine knowledge, anyone who is united to the Creator and to
His Path of evolution receives, in themselves, the radiation of these mirrors.

If you lift up your consciousness to an inner state that allows you to transcend the human mind and
enter the divine knowledge, all of humanity, in a very mysterious way, receives the opportunity to
unveil such mysteries. Therefore, while you pray do not limit this act to sensations and experiences
of the senses. Seek not just to enjoy a state of quietness, when in fact you could enter the divine
dimensions and reencounter the life that you once had to forget.

Besides crying out for the world and feeling the pain of your brothers and sisters, discover the face
of prayer which is also a service and which leads you to the union with God and with His Plan.

The creatures from this Earth have a unique ability to unite with the Creator and, in such union,
comprehend the mysteries of His Plans in a way that not even the angels could achieve.

Do you realize, then, child, the greatness that is hidden in the simple act of praying and how much
you still have to go deeper and discover this prayerful mystery?

There is no recipe or a sequence of actions that one could teach you to unveil these mysteries. This
union with God depends only on you, as on each human being; it depends on the boundless love
that you can feel inside you when you lose the fear of losing yourself to find yourself, as nothing, in
God.

It is a matter of letting yourself be conquered by the love that dwells within you and of not putting
limits to its expansion. This is your experience with God and there is no one, not even Me, who can
lead you to this. I, child, as your Father and Friend, only inspire you to follow this path and signal
the direction to you so that you start walking alone in this desert, which at first will seem to be very
lonely and, afterwards, you will discover it full of all, because therein lies the Whole, lies the
Creator of all things, the One Who contains, in Himself, the whole Life.
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Go and walk, go ahead where your heart indicates.

I leave you My blessing.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


